
suit can be obtained in a simpler way, yet he recom-
mends the use of the cumbersome Darrach's wheel
crutch to prevent those too young or too old for
ordinary crutches from bearing weight upon the dis-
eased limb. The practical difficulties met in the use
of the " physiological " method, the facts that young
children are liable, if not certain, after a while to lay
aside their crutches, and, unless watched constantly, to
momentarily bear weight upon their limb, and that the
contraction of the limb is not prevented in certain
cases treated iu this way, are not referred to by the
writer.
The reviewer is more inclined to accept Mr. Adams's

opinion, "There can be no doubt of the great value of
your suggestion, .... but the case and the stage
must be selected," than to agree with the writer that
the " physiological " method is superior to all others
for all cases and stages except the acute.
When the celebrated Mr. Jack Homer made his

famous investigations upon the Christmas pie, he ob-
tained immortality because he represented the unfortu-
nate human tendency to announce a discovery before
fully considering its actual worth. If Dr. Hutchinson
thinks that the essential morceau of the hotch-potch of
the therapeutics of joint disease is the " physiological "
plum, it is certainly to be hoped that he is right, but
it is to be feared that other less attractive ingredients
are needed to make up the pudding.

A Treatise on Comparative Embryology. By Francis
M. Balfour. In two volumes. 8vo. Vol. I. Lon-
don: Macmillan & Co. 1880. Pp. xii. and 492;
and Bibliography, pp. xxi.
The first volume of Mr. Balfour's work on compara-

tive embryology more than fulfills the expectations we
had formed in regard to it. Mr. Balfour is one of the
younger naturalists, of the Cambridge School, already
known by his able researches on the development of
Elasmobranchs, and by an excellent text-book on the
Embryology of the Chick, published in conjunction
with Dr. Michael Foster. The present work shows
that Mr. Balfour has, besides his high scientific attain-
ments, the power of clear and concise exposition and
judicious selection in the presentation of a difficult sub-
ject. The compilation of a general work on embry-
ology is extremely laborious, and it is not too much to
give Mr. Balfour the highest credit.for his treatise.
The most serious defects in the volume before us

are the wood-cuts and the index. The former are
very bad as engravings, except those which are bor-
rowed from foreign sources, and they are all badly
printed. It is certainly strange that a great house like
Macmillan's should publish a valuable work with illus-
trations it would be almost impossible to render more
inartistic. The figures are, as far as their flagrant
crudeness allows, sufficiently accurate, and could hardly
have been better chosen. The index, an important ad-
junct to a work of reference, is nearly useless, for it
does not index the matter, but only the words, of the
volume : for example, under Cluetopoda the reader is
referred to forty-one (!) differeut pages, apparently to
every page on which the name occurs, but there is no
indication whatsoever of the part of the book in which
the chaîtopoda are treated of, although a chapter of
twenty-one pages is devoted exclusively to their embry-
ology ; yet ten of those pages are specially referred
to because the word chaetopoda occurs upon them. In
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this worthless fashion the whole index is constructed.
Still it might be of some use, were not all the impor-
tant subjects, except the Latin names of orders and
genera, etc., entirely omitted from it.
Were these defects removed, there would be little

to condemn. There is very much to praise. The
work opens with a chapter on the ovum and spermato-
zoon, followed by a chapter on impregnation and athird on segmentation. Mr. Balfour is fully abreast
with the many recent discoveries concerning these
phenomena, and presents the many controversies, so
far as they secure or deserve notice, with admirable
impartiality, while his own attitude is eminently con-
servative, in that he has a predilection for facts. This
must be very annoying to Haeckel, whose widely readworks on embryology are conceived in the opposite
spirit.
The various classes are taken up in order, beginningwith the lowest, and the embryology of each is sepa-

rately treated. In general, the formation of the germ-inal layers is first described, and then the larval forms
are dealt with. An exception is, however, made in the
case of crustácea, the larval forms of which are taken
up first. To each chapter is appended a capital bib-
liography, giving the titles of all the important papers,
showing a real familiarity with the literature of thescience. The author has, it seems, omitted to give thereferences to the pages of the volumes where his au-
thorities are to be found ; this seriously impairs the
convenience of his citations.
There are few indications of original observations,

the greater part of the work being necessarily a com-pilation. Indeed, this was the only course possible,
and it would have been a matter of regret had Mr.
Balfour delayed publication to make confirmatory re-searches of his own. We feel, however, in perusingthe volume, the great need of further investigations,for in several cases the author was compelled to pre-
sent abstracts of memoirs on the embryology of singlespecies, instead of reviewing the group or class. There
are numerous gaps in the scieuce of comparative em-
bryology which are einpha-ized by the work before
us. To have achieved this is to have rendered science
an important service. But Mr. Balfour has done
much more, for his book is not alone the only manual
of comparative embryology, but also so well prepared
that it will probably long remain a standard work.
We look forward with much pleasure and interest to
the second volume, which will deal with the tunicates
and vertebrates, and will therefore appeal to the pro-
fession more directly. We hope and expect it to
prove as accurate and thorough as the volume we
have now noticed. C. S. M.
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